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MAPPING AND RESOURCE ALLOCATION METHOD FOR RELAY LINK-PHYSICAL DOWNSHIFTED SHARED CHANNEL

TECHNICAL FIELD

The present disclosure relates to the field of wireless mobile communication, particularly to a mapping and resource allocation method and apparatus for Relay link-Physical Downlink Shared Channel (R-PDSCH).

BACKGROUND

A Long Term Evolution (LTE) system, a Long Term Evolution-Advanced (LTE-A) system, an International Mobile Telecommunication Advanced (IMT-Advanced) system are all based on the technique of Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM). A time-frequency (two-dimensional) data form is mainly adopted in the OFDM system. In the LTE and the LTE-A, a Resource Block (RB), when the RB is mapped to the physical resource, the RB is called a Physical Resource Block (PRB)) is defined as OFDM symbols inside a slot on a time domain, and 12 or 24 subcarriers on a frequency domain, so that one RB consists of $N_{	ext{sym}} \times N_{	ext{RB}}$ resource elements (RE), wherein the $N_{	ext{sym}}$ indicates the number of the OFDM symbols inside one slot, and $N_{	ext{RB}}$ indicates the number of subcarriers occupied by the RB on the frequency domain. That is to say, the resource block refers to a plurality of subcarriers (for example, 12 subcarriers) occupied in the frequency direction and all OFDM symbols occupied inside one slot in the time direction; and a resource block pair refers to a pair of resource blocks corresponding to two slots in one subframe (in the frame structure shown in FIG. 2, a wireless frame comprises ten subframes, and each subframe comprises 2 slots. In the case of normal cyclic prefix, one slot comprises seven OFDM symbols, and in the case of extended cyclic prefix, one slot comprises six OFDM symbols).

Moreover, the concept of resource block group is also defined in the system, that is, a plurality of continuous resource blocks forms a resource block group. The size of the resource block group is determined by the system bandwidth. For example, when the system bandwidth is less than or equal to ten resource blocks, the resource block group comprises 1 resource block. For another example, when the system bandwidth is 11 to 26 resource blocks, the resource block group consists of 2 resource blocks. For another example, when the system bandwidth is 27 to 63 resource blocks, the resource block group consists of 3 resource blocks; and when the system bandwidth is 64 to 110 resource blocks, the resource block group consists of four resource blocks.

In the LTE-A system, a new link is added after the Relay Node (RN), as is shown in FIG. 1, the link between an eNode-B and a relay is called a backhaul link or relay link; the link between the relay and the User Equipment (UE) is called an access link; and the link between the eNode-B and the UE is called a direct link.

At present, it is a hotspot, in the LTE-A system, of researching the multiplexing mode between a control channel and a traffic channel after a relay node is introduced, for example, Time Division Multiplexing (TDM), Frequency Division Multiplexing (FDM), and FDM+TDM are adopted for multiplexing. However, the research on resource allocation for R-PDSCH has not been developed, which is the problem the present disclosure aims to solve. Wherein

TDM refers to that the Relay link-Physical Downlink Control Channel (R-PDCCH) and R-PDSCH are transmitted in different OFDM symbols;

FDM refers to that the R-PDCCH and the R-PDSCH are transmitted in different PRBs;

FDM+TDM refers to that the R-PDCCH and the R-PDSCH are transmitted in identical or different PRBs.

A PDCCH includes at least DL grant and UL grant. For PDCCCH, the DL grant and the UL grant are carried on the first, the first two, the first three or the first four OFDM symbols of the first slot, and occupy the whole system bandwidth in the frequency direction. For R-PDCCH, the DL grant is carried on the available OFDM symbols of the first slot, the UL grant is carried on the available OFDM symbols of the second slot, and the DL grant and the UL grant occupy a plurality of resource blocks in the frequency direction, and the occupied maximal bandwidth can be up to the whole system bandwidth.

So far, there has not been proposed a mapping and resource allocation method for R-PDSCH.

SUMMARY

The technical problem to be solved by the present disclosure is to provide a mapping and resource allocation method and apparatus for R-PDSCH, which is well applicable to the link between an eNode-B and a relay node, thereby ensuring the backward compatibility (compatible with the LTE system), and also solving the problem of mapping and resource allocation of the R-PDSCH.

To solve the problem above, the present disclosure provides a mapping and resource allocation method for R-PDSCH, including: when resources allocated for a R-PDCCH overlap with resources allocated for the R-PDSCH, the data of the R-PDSCH is not mapped or sent on allocated over-lapped resources, or the data of the R-PDSCH to be sent on the over-lapped resources is punctured; the data of the R-PDSCH is mapped and sent on all or partial resources which are not occupied by R-PDCCH; a receiving end receives the data according to the mapping method for the R-PDSCH.

Furthermore, when resources allocated for DL grant of the R-PDCCH overlap with the resource allocated for the R-PDSCH, the data of the R-PDSCH may not be mapped or sent on resources occupied by the DL grant, or the data of the R-PDSCH to be sent on the resources occupied by the DL grant may be punctured; and the data of the R-PDSCH may be mapped and sent on all or partial resources which are not occupied by the DL grant.

Furthermore, when resources allocated for UL grant of the R-PDCCH overlap with the resource allocated for the R-PDSCH, the data of the R-PDSCH may not be mapped or sent on resources occupied by the DL grant, or the data of the R-PDSCH to be sent on the resources occupied by the UL grant may be punctured; and the data of the R-PDSCH may be mapped and sent on all or partial resources which are not occupied by the UL grant.

Furthermore, when resources allocated for DL and UL grant of the R-PDCCH overlap with the resource allocated for the R-PDSCH, the data of the R-PDSCH may not be mapped or sent on resources occupied by the DL and UL grant, or the data of the R-PDSCH to be sent on the resources occupied by the DL and UL grant may be punctured; and the data of the R-PDSCH may be mapped and sent on all or partial allocated resources which are not occupied by the DL and UL grant.

Furthermore, a resource allocation mode corresponding to a shared channel in an LTE system may be reused or a grouping-tree resource allocation mode may be used to allocate resources for the R-PDSCH.
Furthermore, the reused resource allocation mode corresponding to the shared channel in the LTE system may be a resource allocation mode corresponding to each resource allocation domain in a downlink control format transmitted by a PDCCH from an eNode-B to a UE.

Furthermore, the downlink control format may include format 0, format 1/1A/1B/1C/1D and format 2/2A.

Furthermore, one of the following items may be reused in the resource allocation for the R-PDSCH: resource block assignment and hopping resource allocation in the format 0; resource allocation header and resource block assignment in the format 1/2/2A; localized/distributed VRB assignment flag and resource block assignment in the format 1A/1B/1D; resource block assignment in the format 1C.

Furthermore, the grouping-tree resource allocation mode may include: grouping resource blocks, or resource block pairs or frequency resources, and performing tree-shaped resource allocation on the grouped resources, wherein bit number of position information is \( \log_2\left(n(n+1)/2\right) \) when the grouping-tree resource allocation mode is adopted, where \( n \) refers to number of available groups, and \( \left\lceil \cdot \right\rceil \) refers to ceiling.

Furthermore, when the R-PDSCH carries data of a UE of R8, or R9 or R10, the R-PDSCH may refer to a Physical Downlink Shared Channel (PDSCH) from an eNode-B to the UE.

Furthermore, when the resources allocated for the R-PDCCH overlap with the resources allocated for the PDSCH from the eNode-B to the UE of R8 or R9, the data of the PDSCH to be sent on the over-lapped resources may be punctured;

when the resources allocated for the R-PDCCH overlap with the resources allocated for the PDSCH from the eNode-B to the UE of R10, the data of the PDSCH may not be mapped or sent on the over-lapped resource, or the data of the PDSCH to be sent on the over-lapped resources may be punctured.

A mapping and resource allocation method for R-PDSCH includes:

a resource allocation mode corresponding to a shared channel in an LTE system is reused or a grouping-tree resource allocation mode is used to allocate resources for the R-PDSCH;

when resources allocated for a R-PDCCH overlap with resources allocated for the R-PDSCH, data of the R-PDSCH is not mapped or sent on over-lapped resources, or the data of the R-PDSCH to be sent on the over-lapped resources is punctured.

The present disclosure also provides a mapping and resource allocation apparatus for R-PDSCH. The apparatus includes a mapping module configured to map R-PDSCH, and a resources allocation module configured to reuse a resource allocation mode corresponding to a shared channel in an LTE system or use a grouping-tree resource allocation mode to allocate resources for the R-PDSCH.

Furthermore, the mapping module may be configured to map and send data of the R-PDSCH on all or partial resources which are not occupied by DL grant and/or UL grant.

Furthermore, the reused resource allocation mode corresponding to the shared channel in the LTE system may be a resource allocation mode corresponding to each resource allocation domain in a downlink control format transmitted by a PDCCH from an eNode-B to a UE.

Furthermore, the resource allocation module may be configured to adopt the grouping-tree resource allocation mode which includes: grouping resource blocks, or resource block pairs or frequency resources, and performing tree-shaped resource allocation on the grouped resources, wherein bit number of position information is \( \log_2\left(n(n+1)/2\right) \) when the grouping-tree resource allocation mode is adopted, where \( n \) refers to number of available groups, and \( \left\lceil \cdot \right\rceil \) refers to ceiling.

Furthermore, the apparatus may further include a shuffling module configured to, when resources allocated for a R-PDCCH overlap with the resources allocated for the R-PDSCH, not map or send data of the R-PDSCH on the over-lapped resources.

Furthermore, the apparatus may further include a puncturing module configured to, when resources allocated for a R-PDCCH overlap with the resources allocated for the R-PDSCH, puncture data of the R-PDSCH on the over-lapped resources.

Furthermore, the shuffling module may further be configured to, when the resources allocated for the R-PDCCH overlap with the resources allocated for the R-PDSCH from an eNode-B to a UE of R10, not map or send the data of the R-PDSCH on the over-lapped resources.

Furthermore, the puncturing module may further be configured to, when the resources allocated for the R-PDCCH overlap with the resources allocated for the R-PDSCH from an eNode-B to a UE of R8, R9 or R10, puncture data of the R-PDSCH on the over-lapped resources.

The mapping and resource allocation method for R-PDSCH provided by the present disclosure, can be well applicable to the link between the eNode-B and the relay node, and the resource allocation mode is flexible, the signaling overhead is lowered, therefore, not only the backward compatibility (compatible with the LTE system) is ensured, but also the problem of mapping and resource allocation of the R-PDSCH is solved.

**BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS**

FIG. 1 shows a structural diagram of a conventional relay system;

FIG. 2 shows a diagram of the resource block and subcarrier;

FIG. 3 shows a diagram of R-PDCCH and R-PDSCH in TDM mode;

FIG. 4 shows a diagram of R-PDCCH and R-PDSCH in FDM mode;

FIG. 5 shows a diagram of R-PDCCH and R-PDSCH in FDM and TDM mode;

FIG. 6 shows a structural diagram of an apparatus disclosed by the present disclosure.

**DETAILED DESCRIPTION**

In order to make description more clearly, some relevant terms are introduced. As shown in FIG. 2, “resource block” refers to a plurality of subcarriers (for example, 12 subcarriers) occupied in the frequency direction and all OFDM symbols occupied inside one slot in the time direction; “resource block pair” refers to a pair of resource blocks corresponding to two slots in one subframe; “frequency resource” refers to a plurality of subcarriers (for example, 12 subcarriers) occupied in the frequency direction, and a plurality of OFDM symbols, or all OFDM symbols in a slot or in a subframe in the time direction. When the frequency resource occupies all OFDM symbols in one slot or in one subframe in the time direction, the frequency resource equals to the resource block or the resource block pair.

The basic idea of the present disclosure is: when resources allocated for R-PDCCH overlap with resources allocated for R-PDSCH, data of the R-PDSCH is not mapped or sent on the over-lapped resources in the allocated resources, or the data
of the R-PDSCH to be sent on the over-lapped resources is punctured; the data of the R-PDSCH is mapped and sent on all or partial resources, in the allocated resources, which are not occupied by the R-PDCCH, and the receiving end receives data according to the mapping method for the R-PDSCH.

Specifically:
when resources allocated for the DL grant of the R-PDCCH overlap with resources allocated for the R-PDSCH, the data of the R-PDSCH is not mapped or sent on the resources occupied by the DL grant, or the data of the R-PDSCH to be sent on the resources occupied by the DL grant is punctured; the data of the R-PDSCH is mapped and sent on all or partial allocated resources which are not occupied by the DL grant; and
when resources allocated for the UL grant of the R-PDCCH overlap with resources allocated for the R-PDSCH, the data of the R-PDSCH is not mapped or sent on the resources occupied by the DL grant and the UL grant, or the data of the R-PDSCH to be sent on the resources occupied by the UL grant is punctured; and the data of the R-PDSCH is mapped and sent on all or partial allocated resources which are not occupied by the UL grant.

A resource allocation mode corresponding to a shared channel in an LTE system is reused or a grouping-tree resource allocation mode is used to allocate resources for the R-PDCCH. Specifically,

A resource allocation mode reused by the R-PDSCH is the same as the resource allocation mode corresponding to the PDSCH or the PUSCH between the eNode-B and the UE in the LTE system, i.e., a resource allocation mode corresponding to each resource allocation domain in the downlink control format transmitted by the PDCCH between the eNode-B and the UE.

The downlink control format transmitted by the PDCCH between the eNode-B and the UE in the LTE system includes format 0, format 1/1A/1B/1C/1D and format 2/2A. Particularly, one of the following items can be reused in the resource allocation for R-PDCCH: 1) the resource block assignment and hopping resource allocation in format 0, here, the uplink resource allocation is applied to the downlink resource allocation, and the parameters corresponding to the original uplink represent the parameters corresponding to the downlink; 2) the resource allocation header and resource block assignment in format 1/2/2A; 3) localized/distributed VRB (Virtual Resource Block) assignment flag and resource block assignment in the format 1A/1B/1C; and 4) resource block assignment in the format 1C.

Particularly, the R-PDCCH uses a resource allocation model which is different from the resource allocation model corresponding to the PDSCH or the PUSCH between the eNode-B and the UE in the LTE system. A grouping-tree resource allocation mode is adopted and presents a grouping position of continuous resource blocks or the resource block pairs or the frequency resources started from any positions, namely the resource blocks, the resource blocks pair or the frequency resources are grouped first, and then tree-shaped resource allocation is performed on the grouped resources, wherein the bit number of the position information is \(\lceil\log_2(n(n+1)/2)\rceil\) when the grouping-tree resource allocation mode is adopted, where \(n\) refers to the number of available groups, and \(\lceil \rceil\) refers to ceiling.

The present disclosure is described below with reference to the accompanying drawings and embodiments in detail.

Embodyment 1: FIG. 3 shows a diagram of R-PDCCCH and R-PDSCH in TDM mode, as is shown in FIG. 3, when the R-PDCCCH is used for carrying the data of the UE of R8 (Release 8 version), or R9 (Release 9 version) or R10 (Release 10 version), the R-PDCCCH refers to PDSCH. Here, when the resources allocated for the R-PDCCCH overlap with the resources allocated for the PDSCH from the eNode-B to the UE of R8 or R9, the data of the PDSCH from the eNode-B to the UE of R8 or R9 on the overlapped resources is punctured. When the resources allocated for the R-PDCCCH overlap with the resources allocated for the PDSCH from the eNode-B to the UE of R10, a shunting strategy is adopted for PDSCH, or the data of the PDSCH on the over-lapped resources is punctured. The shunting strategy refers to that no data is mapped or sent on the overlapped resources which are carried with the shared channel corresponding to the R-PDCCH. The puncturing refers to that: the resource mapping is performed assumed there is no R-PDCCCH, and data which is to be sent on the overlapped resources is wiped out when overlap occurs.

Embodyment 2: FIG. 4 shows a diagram of R-PDCCCH and the R-PDSCH in FDM mode, as is shown in FIG. 4, the shared channel can be used for carrying data of the UE of R8, or R9 or R10. If there are two RNs, i.e., RN1 and RN2, are scheduled in the system, and if the resources allocated for the R-PDCCCH do not overlap with the resources allocated for the PDSCH from the eNode-B to the UE, then no puncturing or shunting operation is performed on the PDSCH.

The R-PDCCCH corresponding to RN1 occupies two slots in the sixth resource block pair, wherein the DL grant occupies the first slot, the UL grant occupies the second slot and the R-PDSCHs corresponding RN1 are allocated on two slots in the first to fifth resource pairs (counting from the bottom up in the figure). For RN1, the resources allocated for the DL grant and the UL grant do not overlap with the resources allocated for the R-PDCCCH, therefore no puncturing or shunting operation are performed on the R-PDSCH corresponding to RN1.

The R-PDCCCH corresponding to RN2 occupies two slots in the ninth and tenth resource block pairs, wherein the DL grant occupies the first slot, the UL grant occupies the second slot, and the corresponding R-PDSCHs are allocated on two slots in the ninth to twelfth resource block pairs. For RN2, the resources allocated for the DL grant and UL grant overlap with the resources allocated for the R-PDCCCH on the two slots in the ninth and tenth resource block pairs, therefore puncturing or shunting operation needs to be performed on the R-PDSCH corresponding to RN2. Puncturing or shunting operation can be known from Embodiment 1. By taking the shunting operation as an example, the data of the R-PDSCH is not mapped or sent on the two slots in the ninth and tenth resource block pairs, but mapped and sent on the two slots in the eleventh and twelfth resource blocks.

Embodyment 3: FIG. 5 shows a diagram of R-PDCCCH and R-PDSCH in FDM and TDM mode. It is supposed that 4 RNs, i.e. RN1 RN2, RN3 and RN4, are scheduled in the system, and as is shown in FIG. 5, in Embodiment 3, the second, third, fourth, sixth, ninth, tenth and twelfth resource block pairs include R-PDCCCHs of 4 RNs which are interleaved together.

The R-PDCCCH corresponding to RN1 occupies the first slot in the second, third, fourth, sixth, ninth, tenth and twelfth resource block pairs, and carries DL grant, and the R-PDCCCH corresponding to RN1 is allocated on two slots in the second,
third, fourth, sixth, ninth, tenth and twelfth resource block pairs. For RN1, the resources allocated for the DL grant overlap with the resources allocated for the P-RDSCH on the first slot in the second, third, fourth, sixth, ninth, tenth and twelfth resource block pairs, therefore the shunting puncturing or shunting operation needs to be performed on the P-RDSCH corresponding to RN1. Puncturing or shunting operation can be known from Embodiment 1. By taking the shunting operation as an example, the data of the P-RDSCH is not mapped or sent on the first slot in the second, third, fourth, sixth, ninth, tenth and twelfth resource block pairs, but is mapped and sent on the second slot in the second, third, fourth, sixth, ninth, tenth and twelfth resource block pairs.

The R-PDCCHs corresponding to RN2, RN3 and RN4 occupies the first slot in the second, third, fourth, sixth, ninth, tenth and twelfth resource block pairs and carries DL grant. It is supposed that the DL grant does not overlap with the resources allocated for R-PDSCHs corresponding to RN2, RN3, RN4, therefore no puncturing or shunting operation are performed on the R-PDCCHs corresponding to RN2, RN3 and RN4.

Embodiment 4: FIG. 5 shows the diagram of R-PDCCH and R-PDSCH in FDM and TDM mode. It is supposed that 4 RNs, i.e. RN1, RN2, RN3 and RN4, are scheduled in the system, as is shown in FIG. 5, the R-PDCCH corresponding to RN1 occupies the first slot in the second, third and fourth resource block pairs and carries DL grant, the R-PDSCH corresponding to RN1 is allocated on the two slots in the first to fourth resource block pairs. For RN1, the resources allocated for the DL grant overlap with the resources allocated for the R-PDSCH on the first slot in the second to fourth resource block pairs, therefore puncturing or shunting operation is performed on the R-PDSCH corresponding to RN1. Puncturing or shunting operation can be known from Embodiment 1. By taking the shunting operation as an example, the data of the R-PDSCH is not mapped or sent on the first slot in the second to fourth resource block pairs, but mapped and sent on the second slot in the second to fourth resource block pairs, and also mapped and sent on the two slots in the first resource block pair, that is to say, the data of the R-PDSCH corresponding to RN1 is mapped and sent on all available resources which are not occupied by the DL grant.

The R-PDCCH corresponding to RN2 occupies the first slot in the sixth resource block pair and carries DL grant, the R-PDSCH corresponding to RN2 is allocated on the two slots in the sixth resource block pair. For RN2, the resources allocated for the DL grant overlap with the resources allocated for the R-PDSCH on the first slot in the sixth resource block pair, therefore puncturing or shunting operation needs to be performed on the R-PDSCH corresponding to RN2. Puncturing or shunting operation can be known from Embodiment 1. By taking the shunting operation as an example, the data of the R-PDSCH is not mapped or sent on the first slot in the sixth resource block pair, but mapped and sent on the second slot in the sixth resource block pair.

The R-PDCCH corresponding to RN3 occupies the first slot in the ninth and tenth resource block pairs and carries DL grant, and the R-PDSCH corresponding to RN3 is allocated on the two slots in the eighth and eleventh resource block pairs. For RN3, the resources allocated for the DL grant do not overlap with the resources allocated for R-PDSCH, so that no puncturing or shunting operation is performed on the R-PDSCH corresponding to RN3.

The R-PDCCH corresponding to RN4 occupies the first slot in the twelfth resource block pair and carries DL grant, and the R-PDSCH corresponding to RN4 is allocated on the two slots in the twelfth to fifteenth resource block pairs. For RN4, the resources allocated for the DL grant overlap with the resources allocated for the R-PDSCH on the first slot in the twelfth resource block pair, therefore puncturing or shunting operation needs to be performed on the R-PDSCH corresponding to RN4. Puncturing or shunting operation can be known from Embodiment 1. By taking the shunting operation as an example, the data of the R-PDSCH is not mapped or sent on the first slot in the twelfth resource block pair, and no data is mapped or sent on the second slot in the twelfth resource block pair, the data of the R-PDSCH is mapped and sent on the two slots in the thirteenth to fifteenth resource block pairs, that is to say, the data of the R-PDSCH corresponding to RN4 is mapped and sent on the available resources which is not occupied by the DL grant.

Embodiment 5: the grouping-tree resource allocation mode is adopted. The following table, agreed in the LTE, indicates resource block grouping rules under conditions of different system bandwidths. In this embodiment, there are 15 resource blocks in the frequency direction, it is determined, according to table 1, that the system bandwidth is within the region of 11 to 26 resource blocks, each resource block group consists of two resource blocks, the number of the groups is \( n = \lceil \frac{15}{2} \rceil = 8 \), namely 8 groups, then where \( \lceil \log_2 \left( \frac{8}{8+1/2} \right) \rceil = 6 \), where \( \lceil \cdot \rceil \) refers to ceiling. The 6 bits indicates a grouping position of continuous resource blocks started from any positions, and all the resource blocks or resource block pairs in the group can carry the R-PDSCH.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System Bandwidth</th>
<th>RDG Size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( N_{RB} )</td>
<td>(P)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11-26</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27-63</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64-110</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

On the basis of the same inventive concept, the embodiment of the present disclosure also provides a resource allocation apparatus for R-PDSCH, the principle for solving problems by this apparatus is the same as that by the resource allocation method for R-PDSCH, so please the implementation of the apparatus can be known from the implementation of the method, and tautology is omitted.

FIG. 6 shows a structure diagram of a resource allocation apparatus for R-PDSCH in the present disclosure, as shown in FIG. 6, the apparatus includes a mapping and resource allocation module configured to map R-PDSCH, wherein a resource allocation mode corresponding to a shared channel in an LTE system is reused or a grouping-tree resource allocation mode is used to allocate resources for the R-PDSCH.

The reused resource allocation mode corresponding to the shared channel in the LTE system is a resource allocation mode corresponding to each resource allocation domain in a downlink control format transmitted by a PDCCH from an eNode-B to a UE.

The resource allocation module is configured to adopt the grouping-tree resource allocation mode which comprises: grouping resource blocks, or resource block pairs or frequency resources, and performing tree-shaped resource allocation on the grouped resources, wherein bit number of position information is \( \lceil \log_2 (n(n+1)/2) \rceil \) when the grouping-tree resource allocation mode is adopted, where \( n \) refers to number of available groups, and \( \lceil \cdot \rceil \) refers to ceiling.
The mapping and resource allocation module is configured to map and send data of the R-PDSCH on all or partial resources which are not occupied by DL grant and/or UL grant. Specifically:

- when resources allocated for DL grant of the R-PDCCH overlap with the resource allocated for the R-PDSCH, the data of the R-PDSCH is not mapped or sent on resources occupied by the DL grant, or the data of the R-PDSCH to be sent on the resources occupied by the DL grant is punctured; and the data of the R-PDSCH is mapped and sent on all or partial resources which are not occupied by the DL grant;
- when resources allocated for UL grant of the R-PDCCH overlap with the resource allocated for the R-PDSCH, the data of the R-PDSCH is not mapped or sent on resources occupied by the UL grant, or the data of the R-PDSCH to be sent on the resources occupied by the UL grant is punctured; and the data of the R-PDSCH is mapped and sent on all or partial resources which are not occupied by the UL grant;
- when resources allocated for DL and UL grant of the R-PDCCH overlap with the resource allocated for the R-PDSCH, the data of the R-PDSCH is not mapped or sent on resources occupied by the DL and UL grant, or the data of the R-PDSCH to be sent on the resources occupied by the DL and UL grant is punctured; and the data of the R-PDSCH is mapped and sent on all or partial resources which are not occupied by the DL and UL grant.

As is shown in FIG. 6, the apparatus of the present disclosure further includes a shunting module configured to, when resources allocated for a R-PDCCH overlap with the resources allocated for the R-PDSCH, not map or send data of the R-PDSCH on the overlapped resources. The shunting module is further configured to, when the resources allocated for the R-PDCCH overlap with the resources allocated for the R-PDSCH from an eNode-B to a UE of R10, not map or send the data of the R-PDSCH on the overlapped resources.

As is shown in FIG. 6, the apparatus of the present disclosure further includes a puncturing module configured to, when resources allocated for a R-PDCCH overlap with the resources allocated for the R-PDSCH, puncture data of the R-PDSCH on the overlapped resources. The puncturing module is further configured to, when the resources allocated for the R-PDCCH overlap with the resources allocated for the R-PDSCH from an eNode-B to a UE of R8, R9 or R10, puncture data of the R-PDSCH on the overlapped resources.

Certainly, there may be various other embodiments included in the present disclosure. Those skilled in the art can, without departing from the principle of the present disclosure, make various corresponding changes and modifications, which shall fall within the protection scope of the present disclosure.

The invention claimed is:

1. A mapping and resource allocation method for Relay link-Physical Downlink Shared Channel (R-PDSCH), implemented by an eNode-B or a relay node, comprising:
   - not mapping or not sending data of a R-PDSCH on overlapped resources, or puncturing the data of the R-PDSCH to be sent on the overlapped resources, when resources allocated for a Relay link-Physical Downlink Control Channel (R-PDCCH) overlap with resources allocated for the R-PDSCH;
   - wherein a resource allocation mode corresponding to a shared channel in a Long Term Evolution (LTE) system is reused or a grouping-tree resource allocation mode is used to allocate resources for the R-PDSCH; and
   - wherein the grouping-tree resource allocation mode comprises: grouping resource blocks, or resource block pairs or frequency resources, and performing tree-shaped resource allocation on the grouped resources, wherein a bit number of position information is \( \log_2(n/(n+1)/2) \) when the grouping-tree resource allocation mode is adopted, where \( n \) refers to number of available groups, and \( \lceil \cdot \rceil \) refers to rounding upwards.

2. The method according to claim 1, wherein when resources allocated for Downlink (DL) grant of the R-PDCCH overlap with the resource allocated for the R-PDSCH, the data of the R-PDSCH is not mapped or not sent on resources occupied by the DL grant, or the data of the R-PDSCH to be sent on the resources occupied by the DL grant is punctured; and
   - the data of the R-PDSCH is mapped and sent on all or partial allocated resources which are not occupied by the DL grant;

3. The method according to claim 2, further comprising: receiving, by a receiving end, the data according to the mapping method for the R-PDSCH.

4. The method according to claim 1, wherein when resources allocated for Uplink (UL) grant of the R-PDCCH overlap with the resource allocated for the R-PDSCH, the data of the R-PDSCH is not mapped or not sent on resources occupied by the UL grant, or the data of the R-PDSCH to be sent on the resources occupied by the UL grant is punctured; and
   - the data of the R-PDSCH is mapped and sent on all or partial allocated resources which are not occupied by the UL grant;

5. The method according to claim 1, wherein when resources allocated for DL and UL grant of the R-PDCCH overlap with the resource allocated for the R-PDSCH, the data of the R-PDSCH is not mapped or not sent on resources occupied by the DL and UL grant, or the data of the R-PDSCH to be sent on the resources occupied by the DL and UL grant is punctured; and
   - the data of the R-PDSCH is mapped and sent on all or partial allocated resources which are not occupied by the DL and UL grant.

6. The method according to claim 1, wherein when reused resource allocation mode corresponding to the shared channel in the LTE system is a resource allocation mode corresponding to each resource allocation domain in a downlink control format transmitted by a Physical Downlink Control Channel (PDCCH) from an eNode-B to a UE.

7. The method according to claim 1, wherein the downlink control format comprises format 0, format 1A/1B/1C/1D and format 2/2A.

8. The method according to claim 7, wherein one of the following items is reused in the resource allocation for the R-PDSCH: resource block assignment and hopping resource allocation in the format 0; resource allocation header and resource block assignment in the format 1/2/2A; localized distributed Virtual Resource Block (VRB) assignment flag and resource block assignment in the format 1A/1B/1D; resource block assignment in the format 1C.

9. The method according to claim 1, wherein when the R-PDSCH carries data of a UE of Release 8 version (R8), or Release 9 version (R9) or Release 10 version (R10), the R-PDSCH refers to a Physical Downlink Shared Channel (PDSCH) from an eNode-B to the UE.

10. The method according to claim 9, wherein when the resources allocated for the R-PDCCH overlap with the resources allocated for the PDSCH from the eNode-B to the UE of R8 or R9, the data of the PDSCH to be sent on the overlapped resources is punctured.

11. When the resources allocated for the R-PDCCH overlap with the resources allocated for the PDSCH from the
eNode-B to the UE of R10, the data of the PDSCH is not mapped or sent on the over-lapped resource, or the data of the PDSCH to be sent on the over-lapped resources is punctured.

11. A mapping and resource allocation method for Relay link-Physical Downlink Shared Channel (R-PDSCH), implemented by an eNode-B or a relay node, comprising:
   reusing a resource allocation mode corresponding to a shared channel in an Long Term Evolution (LTE) system or using a grouping-tree resource allocation mode to allocate resources for the R-PDSCH;
   not mapping or not sending data of the R-PDSCH on over-lapped resources, or puncturing the data of the R-PDSCH to be sent on the over-lapped resources, when resources allocated for a Relay link-Physical Downlink Control Channel (R-PDCCH) overlap with resources allocated for the R-PDSCH;
   wherein the grouping-tree resource allocation mode comprises:
      grouping resource blocks, or resource block pairs or frequency resources, and performing tree-shaped resource allocation on the grouped resources, wherein bit number of position information is $\lfloor \log_2(n(n+1)/2) \rfloor$ when the grouping-tree resource allocation mode is adopted, where $n$ refers to number of available groups, and $\lceil \rceil$ refers to rounding upwards.

12. The method according to claim 11, wherein when resources allocated for Downlink (DL) grant of the R-PDCCH overlap with the resource allocated for the R-PDSCH, the data of the R-PDSCH is not mapped or not sent on resources occupied by the DL grant, or the data of the R-PDSCH to be sent on the resources occupied by the DL grant is punctured; and
   the data of the R-PDSCH is mapped and sent on all or partial allocated resources which are not occupied by the DL grant.

13. The method according to claim 11, wherein when resources allocated for Uplink (UL) grant of the R-PDCCH overlap with the resource allocated for the R-PDSCH, the data of the R-PDSCH is not mapped or not sent on resources occupied by the UL grant, or the data of the R-PDSCH to be sent on the resources occupied by the UL grant is punctured; and
   the data of the R-PDSCH is mapped and sent on all or partial allocated resources which are not occupied by the UL grant.

14. The method according to claim 11, wherein when resources allocated for DL and UL grant of the R-PDCCH overlap with the resource allocated for the R-PDSCH, the data of the R-PDSCH is not mapped or not sent on resources occupied by the DL and UL grant, or the data of the R-PDSCH to be sent on the resources occupied by the DL and UL grant is punctured; and
   the data of the R-PDSCH is mapped and sent on all or partial allocated resources which are not occupied by the DL and UL grant.

15. The method according to claim 11, wherein the reused resource allocation mode corresponding to the shared channel in the LTE system is a resource allocation mode corresponding to each resource allocation domain in a downlink control format transmitted by a Physical Downlink Control Channel (PDCCH) from an eNode-B to a UE.

16. The method according to claim 15, wherein the downlink control format comprises: format 0, format 1/1A/1B/1C/1D and format 2/2A.

17. The method according to claim 16, wherein one of the following items is reused in the resource allocation for the R-PDSCH: resource block assignment and hopping resource allocation in the format 0; resource allocation header and resource block assignment in the format 1/2/2A; localized/distributed Virtual Resource Block (VRB) assignment flag and resource block assignment in the format 1A/1B/1D; resource block assignment in the format 1C.

18. The method according to claim 11, wherein when the R-PDSCH carries data of a UE of Release 8 version (R8), Release 9 version (R9) or Release 10 version (R10), the R-PDSCH refers to a Physical Downlink Shared Channel (PDSCH) from an eNode-B to the UE.

19. The method according to claim 18, wherein when the resources allocated for the R-PDCCH overlap with the resources allocated for the PDSCH from the eNode-B to the UE of R8 or R9, the data of the PDSCH to be sent on the over-lapped resources is punctured;
   when the resources allocated for the R-PDCCH overlap with the resources allocated for the PDSCH from the eNode-B to the UE of R10, the data of the PDSCH is not mapped or sent on the over-lapped resources, or the data of the PDSCH to be sent on the over-lapped resources is punctured.

20. The method according to claim 11, further comprising:
   receiving, by a receiving end, the data according to the mapping method for the R-PDSCH.

21. A mapping and resource allocation apparatus for Relay link-Physical Downlink Shared Channel (R-PDSCH), comprising:
   a mapping and resources allocation module configured to map R-PDSCH, wherein a resource allocation mode corresponding to a shared channel in an LTE system is reused or a grouping-tree resource allocation mode is used to allocate resources for the R-PDSCH;
   the mapping and resources allocation module is configured to not mapping or not sending data of the R-PDSCH on over-lapped resources, or puncture the data of the R-PDSCH to be sent on the over-lapped resources, when resources allocated for a Relay link-Physical Downlink Control Channel (R-PDCCH) overlap with resources allocated for the R-PDSCH;
   wherein the mapping and resources allocation module is configured to adopt the grouping tree resource allocation mode which comprises: grouping resource blocks, or resource block pairs or frequency resources, and performing tree-shaped resource allocation on the grouped resources, wherein bit number of position information is $\lfloor \log_2(n(n+1)/2) \rfloor$ when the grouping-tree resource allocation mode is adopted, where $n$ refers to number of available groups, and $\lceil \rceil$ refers to rounding upwards.

22. The apparatus according to claim 21, wherein the mapping and resource allocation module is configured to map and send data of the R-PDSCH on all or partial allocated resources which are not occupied by DL grant and/or UL grant.

23. The apparatus according to claim 22, further comprising:
   a shunting module configured to, when resources allocated for a R-PDCCH overlap with the resources allocated for the R-PDSCH, not map or not send data of the R-PDSCH on the over-lapped resources.

24. The apparatus according to claim 23, wherein the shunting module is further configured to, when the resources allocated for the R-PDCCH overlap with the resources allocated for the R-PDSCH from an eNode-B to a UE of Release 10 version (R10), not map or not send the data of the R-PDSCH on the over-lapped resources.
25. The apparatus according to claim 22, further comprising:
a puncturing module configured to, when resources allocated for a R-PDCCH overlap with the resources allocated for the R-PDSCH, puncture data of the R-PDSCH on the over-lapped resources.

26. The apparatus according to claim 25, wherein the puncturing module is further configured to, when the resources allocated for the R-PDCCH overlap with the resources allocated for the R-PDSCH from an eNode-B to a UE of Release 8 version (R8), Release 9 version (R9) or Release 10 version (R10), puncture data of the R-PDSCH on the over-lapped resources.

27. The apparatus according to claim 21, wherein the reused resource allocation mode corresponding to the shared channel in the LTE system is a resource allocation mode corresponding to each resource allocation domain in a downlink control format transmitted by a Physical Downlink Control Channel (PDCCH) from an eNode-B to a UE.

28. The apparatus according to claim 27, further comprising:
a puncturing module configured to, when resources allocated for a R-PDCCH overlap with the resources allocated for the R-PDSCH, not map or not send data of the R-PDSCH on the over-lapped resources.

29. The apparatus according to claim 28, wherein the puncturing module is further configured to, when the resources allocated for the R-PDCCH overlap with the resources allocated for the R-PDSCH from an eNode-B to a UE of Release 10 version (R10), not map or not send the data of the R-PDSCH on the over-lapped resources.

30. The apparatus according to claim 27, further comprising:
a puncturing module configured to, when resources allocated for a R-PDCCH overlap with the resources allocated for the R-PDSCH, puncture data of the R-PDSCH on the over-lapped resources.

31. The apparatus according to claim 30, wherein the puncturing module is further configured to, when the resources allocated for the R-PDCCH overlap with the resources allocated for the R-PDSCH from an eNode-B to a UE of Release 8 version (R8), Release 9 version (R9) or Release 10 version (R10), puncture data of the R-PDSCH on the over-lapped resources.

32. The apparatus according to claim 21, further comprising:
a shunting module configured to, when resources allocated for a R-PDCCH overlap with the resources allocated for the R-PDSCH, not map or not send data of the R-PDSCH on the over-lapped resources.

33. The apparatus according to claim 32, wherein the shunting module is further configured to, when the resources allocated for the R-PDCCH overlap with the resources allocated for the R-PDSCH from an eNode-B to a UE of Release 10 version (R10), not map or not send the data of the R-PDSCH on the over-lapped resources.

34. The apparatus according to claim 21, further comprising:
a puncturing module configured to, when resources allocated for a R-PDCCH overlap with the resources allocated for the R-PDSCH, puncture data of the R-PDSCH on the over-lapped resources.

35. The apparatus according to claim 34, wherein the puncturing module is further configured to, when the resources allocated for the R-PDCCH overlap with the resources allocated for the R-PDSCH from an eNode-B to a UE of Release 8 version (R8), Release 9 version (R9) or Release 10 version (R10), puncture data of the R-PDSCH on the over-lapped resources.